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Abstrat

In this report, the issues of Alfvén mode stability in advaned tokamak regimes

are addressed based on reent developments in theory, omputational methods, and

progress in experiments. The instability of Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE) is ana-

lyzed for spherial tokamaks, suh as the National Spherial Torus Experiment NSTX

at the Prineton Plasma Physis Laboratory using the NOVA-K ode.

Chirping modes in the Alfvén frequeny range observed in JT-60U during the NNBI

heating at energies Eb0 = 360keV , and in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reator (TFTR)

at the Prineton Plasma Physis Laboratory during Ion Cylotron Resonane Heat-

ing (ICRH) experiments, are analyzed using the kineti nonperturbative ode HINST,

�This work is supported by U.S. DOE ontrat DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073.
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whih is able to resolve new resonant branhes of the toroidal Alfvén modes alled

resonant TAE (RTAE). However, the hirping mehanism may be di�erent for di�er-

ent experiments. In TFTR frequeny hirping results from the slow variation of the

q-pro�le between sawteeth. In Japan Atomi Energy Researh Institute Tokamak (JT-

60U) experiments some frequeny hirping modes have very short time sale whih

suggests the ause is due to the hange in the fast partile distribution.

1 Introdution

Within the Alfvén range of frequenies, many types of modes an be observed in experiments,

inluding Toroidiity-indued Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAE)[1℄, whih were seen in many experi-

ments on tokamaks, suh as the reent deuterium-tritium (D-T) experiments on the Tokamak

Fusion Test Reator (TFTR) at the Prineton Plasma Physis Laboratory[2℄. Alfvén modes

are believed to ause a degradation of fusion produt on�nement in a reator, eventually

terminating plasma burning. Other types of Alfvén modes are Beam-indued Alfvén Eigen-

modes (BAE) with harateristi hirping mode frequeny observed in regular tokamaks,

suh as DIII-D at General Atomis [3℄. A new type of hirping frequeny modes was re-

ported in spherial tokamak experiments, suh as those in START at Culham Laboratory

in the United Kingdom[4℄, in TFTR[5℄ and Japan Atomi Energy Researh Institute Toka-

mak (JT-60U)[6℄ devies, and in stellarators, suh as the ompat helial system (CHS) at

National Institute for Fusion Siene in Japan[7℄. The ommon feature for these modes is

the frequeny hirping, whih, however, may be very di�erent in terms of physial meha-

nisms as an be seen from very di�erent time sales of the hirping. Frequeny hirping is

a ommon phenomenon for experiments with strong fast partile pressure. The properties

of Alfvén modes in the presene of a strong drive from fast partiles is the subjet of this

paper. Theory has predited that in the presene of a strong drive, TAEs will be strongly

modi�ed to new types of mode, the Resonant TAE[8℄ or Energeti Partile Modes (EPM)[9℄.

We will �rst study the e�et of the strong drive of fast partiles on TAEs in the National

Spherial Tokamak Experiment (NSTX) at the Prineton Plasma Physis Laboratory[10℄, us-

ing well established numerial tools - ideal magnetohydrodynamis (MHD) ode NOVA[11℄.

The fast partile e�ets on TAE stability are treated as perturbations in the kineti ode
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NOVA-K[12℄[13℄. The unique features of NSTX, suh as low aspet ratio, high plasma and

energeti partile beta, low Alfvén veloity with respet to beam ion injetion veloity, and

large Larmor radii present an entirely new regime for studying energeti partile physis. Pro-

posed Neutral Beam Injetion (NBI) and high harmoni Ion Cylotron Resonane Heating

(ICRH) in NSTX[10℄ will produe super Alfvéni fast ions induing a strong drive for TAEs.

For example, NBI ions will be injeted at E = 80keV , whih gives the following estimates for

the injeted ion veloity and the Alfvén veloity : vb0 = 3� 108m=s� vA0 ' 108m=s, fast

ion Larmor radius �Lb=a ' 1=4; and drift orbit radial width �b=a = (q=�)�Lb=a ' 1=2. In

this work, TAEs in NSTX are analyzed using the improved NOVA-K ode, whih inludes

fast ion �nite orbit width and Larmor radius e�ets to alulate the stability [13℄ and pre-

dits the saturation amplitude for the mode using a quasilinear theory[14℄. Then the ORBIT

ode is used[15℄ to estimate the e�et of TAEs on fast neutral beam ions.

When NOVA-K is limited by appliability of its perturbative approximations, we use

the nonperturbative fully kineti ode HINST[16℄, whih stands for high-n stability ode.

This ode is able to reprodue RTAE branhes with arbitrary drive. It inludes bulk plasma

and fast partile Finite Larmor Radius (FLR) e�ets. Radiative damping supported by

trapped eletron ollisional e�ets and ion Landau damping is also inluded. Even though

HINST is able to reprodue robust solutions with high toroidal n numbers that have radially

loalized mode strutures, it an be used for medium-n to low-n modes in the loal version

of the HINST without resolving two-dimensional (2D) struture. We will use HINST in

this paper to analyze the observation of hirping frequeny modes from TFTR and JT-

60U tokamaks. Di�erent senarios and physial mehanisms are proposed to explain suh

experimental phenomena. Our approah is purely linear, however we an predit the response

of the plasma to fast partiles and with di�erent fast partile distributions without disussing

how a given distribution is formed. Suh an approah inludes the right physial mehanisms

responsible for the frequeny hirping in experiments. Note that nonlinear e�ets should be

important and need to be onsidered, but it is not within the sope of this paper. Nonlinear

evolution of a model bump on tail instability is able to demonstrate frequeny hirping as

was shown in Ref. [17℄. However, the full piture may be obtained only by ombining the

nonlinear model with proper nonperturbative plasma dispersion analysis.
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2 Perturbative TAE Analysis in NSTX

2.1 Linear Eigenmode Study

In the NOVA-K ode alulations, the onservation of three partile integrals of motion

is assumed, whih are veloity v, magneti moment � = v2
?

=2B, and toroidal anonial

momentum P'. We analyzed four NSTX equilibria. The �rst equilibrium has a low entral

safety fator q0 = 0:4, and qedge = 15, whih orresponds to the Time-dependent transp

analysis ode (TRANSP) [18℄ run #11112P60 with h�i � 8� hpi = hB2i = 10% (�tor �
8� hpi =B2

'0 = 34%). The seond equilibrium has medium q0 = 0:7, qedge = 16 with h�i =
10%. The third and the fourth equilibria have high q0 = 2:8, qedge = 12 with high beta h�i =
15% and medium beta h�i = 8%, respetively. Pressure and density pro�les are presented in

the form P ( ) = P (0) (1 �  1:03)
1:7
, ne( ) = ne(0) (1 �  1:62)

0:48
for low-q0 and medium-q0

ases, while for high-q0 ase we use P ( ) = P (0) (1�  1:8)
2
, ne( ) = ne(0) (1 �  10)

0:12
.

The vauum magneti �eld is B0 = 0:3T at the geometrial axis.

Density and safety fator pro�les are �at near the plasma enter, reating an aligned gap

along the minor radius. Calulations show that the Alfvén ontinuum gap is large, due to the

e�et of strong toroidal oupling and does not lose at high beta � ' 1, so that TAEs an still

exist. For eah toroidal mode number n we found several TAE modes. Calulations also show

that in NSTX, TAEs typially have very broad radial struture overing the whole minor

radius. Thermal tail ions may be super-Alfvéni at energies Ei > 6keV , whih indiates that

plasma ion !
�i e�ets are important but, are negleted in our model. Figure 1 illustrates the

gap struture, where the frequeny of the ontinuum is shown as normalized to the Alfvén

frequeny !A = vA0=qedgeR0; R0 is the major radius of the geometrial enter and vA0 is the

Alfvén veloity evaluated with the entral plasma mass density and magneti �eld at the

geometrial axis. We note that higher frequeny gaps, i.e., gaps indued by non-irularity,

are usually losed in NSTX plasma. Also note that high pressure leaves gaps open, allowing

for global TAE to exist.

We performed alulations for toroidal mode numbers n = 1; 3; 5; 7. The following num-

ber of TAE modes were found: 6 modes for low-q0, 22 modes for medium-q0, 11 for high-q0

high-�, and 8 for high-q0 medium-� equilibria. Examples of two TAE mode strutures are
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Figure 1: Alfvén ontinuum gap in NSTX plasma for n = 3 in medium-q0 equilibrium with
low (< � >= 10%) and high (< � >= 33%) plasma beta.

shown in Figure 2. The poloidal mode numbers for eah harmoni are labelled aording to

the notations: 'A' orresponds to m = �1, 'B' is m = 0; 'C' is m = 1 and so on.

2.2 Stability Study

Our analysis of TAE stability in NSTX is perturbative with eigenmode struture alulated

by the ideal MHD ode NOVA [11℄ and with drive and damping alulated by the post-

proessor ode NOVA-K[12℄. The NOVA-K ode was reently improved[13℄ to analyze the

stability of Alfvén modes with arbitrary partile orbit width in general tokamak geometry.

Trapped eletron ollisional damping is modi�ed and inludes not only trapped eletron

interation with the parallel eletri �eld[19℄, but also eletron ompression e�ets as well.

TAE drive is indued by the pressure gradient of NBI ions, whih are injeted tangentially

to the major radius with beam width roughly equal to one half of the minor radius. The

distribution funtion of fast ions needs to be alulated separately and is beyond the sope

of this work, so that we assume the distribution funtion of fast ions to be slowing down in

energy with a Gaussian distribution in pith angle � = �B0=E, whih is peaked at � = 0:3

and has width �� = 0:5. Fast partile radial pressure pro�le is given by TRANSP for low-
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Figure 2: TAE mode struture for high-q0 high beta NSTX plasma at n = 1 and n = 5.

and medium-q0 equilibriums and is Pb( ) = Pb0 (1 �  1:33)
3:4

for high-q0.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the stability study for n = 1; 3; 5; 7 modes. It shows the

values of fast partile beta at the enter, the number of stable and unstable eigenmodes for a

given equilibrium, and the lowest ritial fast partile beta when the mode an be unstable.

In NSTX, linear perturbative alulations predit very strong drive for TAEs, whih may be

as high as =! > 30% and makes our perturbative approah inaurate (but does not hange

the qualitative stability properties). The eigenmode struture and the eigenfrequeny an

be modi�ed as ompared to the MHD solution by fast partiles during the mode nonlinear

evolution. Another important result of our alulation is that NOVA-K predits unstable

modes with higher, (n > 3), even without fast partiles, but with the same thermal plasma

parameters. The drive ours beause ! < !
�i and originates from the tail of the Maxwellian

bakground ions, whih at energies E ' 6keV have a veloity lose to the Alfvén veloity.

For suh ases (n = 5) the value of the ritial beta of fast ions is zero as shown in the

table. The parenthesis shows the lowest ritial beam beta for the modes with thermal ion

damping (n � 3). The dominant damping mehanism is ion Landau damping for all the

ases studied.
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# of # of # of
equilibrium h�i ;% �b(0);% stable unstable modes with lowest

modes modes =!A > 30% �brit(0);%

low-q0 10 63 6 0 0 90
medium-q0 10 11 19 3 0 9
high-q0 15 > 22 6 5 6 0 (1)
high-q0 8 > 10 5 3 2 0 (15)

Table 1: TAE stability analysis statistis and lowest fast ion ritial beta for n = 1; 3; 5; 7

modes.

2.3 TAEs E�ets on Fast Ions

The guiding enter orbit ode ORBIT[15℄ is used to alulate the e�et of TAEs on fast

partile on�nement in NSTX. Beause of strong poloidal harmoni oupling, eah eigenmode

has to be represented by many poloidal harmonis, whih is a time onsuming proedure

for partile odes suh as ORBIT. Thus, we onsider n = 1 TAE with the highest drive

for eah equilibrium. For the analysis of two unstable TAEs, we hoose n = 1 and n = 3.

NOVA-K is apable of prediting TAE amplitude using quasilinear theory[13℄[14℄, and an be

used to evaluate the TAE amplitude in NSTX plasma. As there are unertainties in plasma

parameters, we onsider only the trend in the parametri dependene of the eigenmode

amplitude. We found that typially the mode amplitude is at least an order of magnitude

higher in NSTX than in TFTR for the same growth rate to the damping rate ratio. This is

due to higher �e�etive� ollisionality in NSTX. Based on NOVA-K alulations, we hoose

the TAE amplitude to have the same value for all eigenmodes with ~B�=B = 10�3. Table 3

shows the results of ORBIT alulation of beam ion loss fration for low q0 = 0:4, h�i = 10%

and high q0 = 2:8, h�i = 15% equilibria. Shown are total prompt losses whih our when

no mode is present. The losses mostly our during the �rst partile transit over the drift

orbit. Also shown are total fast ion losses when one or two modes are inluded. In tokamaks

at suh TAE amplitudes resonanes usually overlap and produe signi�ant partile loss[20℄.

In NSTX, the large beam ion Larmor radii, the magneti well near the enter and strong

edge poloidal magneti �eld help to on�ne partiles at high beta, so that TAEs do not
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�� low-q0 �� �� high-q0 ��
losses,%! prompt n = 1 TAE prompt n = 1 n = 1 & n = 3

no FLR 9 11 1 2
with FLR 29 31 24 30 35

Table 3: Partile losses as simulated by ORBIT in low- and high-q0 equilibria

produe large additional losses. Note that we inluded FLR e�et in the ORBIT ode only

approximately. At eah step on a partile guiding enter trajetory the Larmor radius �b

is evaluated. If a partile omes loser than �b to the last �ux surfae it is onsidered lost.

This may overestimate the losses as the Larmor radius may be smaller at the edge beause

of a stronger poloidal �eld at the edge.

3 Nonperturbative Mode Analysis of ICRH-driven Chirp-

ing Modes in TFTR

During ICRH of the H minority in TFTR experiments, Alfvén frequeny modes down hirp

on a time sale of 100�200mse near the plasma ore, as illustrated in Figure 3 for the shot

#67630, where both re�etometer measurements of the plasma density �utuations near the

enter and edge Mirnov oil magneti �utuation measurements were available[5℄. First,

the re�etometer piks up the signal, and then Mirnov oils start to measure the magneti

�eld edge perturbations, whih implies the perturbation outward shift. Often H minority

losses were seen at the plasma edge, whih indiates inreased partile transport during the

hirping mode ativity. After the hirping mode starts, other types of Alfvén mode ativity

an be observed with slightly evolving frequeny. The latter may be identi�ed as TAE. On

the other hand, hirping modes are very similar to those observed in JT-60U experiments

[21℄, so that the frequeny hirp may be explained within linear theory [5℄.

TRANSP has been applied to model plasma behavior in this shot #73268. Basi plasma

parameters for the time t = 39:3se were major radius R0 = 2:64m, minor radius a = 0:95m,

entral plasma beta and density were �p(0) = 1:1% and n(0) = 3:6� 1013m13, fast partile

beta pro�le �H(0) = 5:8(1 � (r=a)4)4. NOVA predits a radially losed toroidal Alfvén gap

for this ase. The large H minority beta an not be onsidered a perturbation. NOVA
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Figure 3: Chirping frequeny modes from TFTR shot ICRF as seen by the re�etometer
and Mirnov oil measurements.

predits the solution for low plasma entral beta as a Core Loalized Mode (CLM), but fails

to resolve mode for entral plasma beta �(0) > �r = 2:2% beause of a strong interation of

ore loalized TAE solutions with the lower ontinuum. The obtained �r fromNOVA is muh

less than the predited entral total plasma beta by TRANSP �(0) = �p(0)+�H(0) = 6:9%.

New types of TAE branhes are expeted to exist in suh plasma onditions and are

known as RTAE[8℄. RTAE an exist even inside the Alfvén ontinuum if the fast partile

drive is strong enough to overome the radiative ontinuum damping. At given plasma

parameters near the plasma enter with low shear, we an use only the loal version of

HINST, whih produes only the mode frequeny, the growth rate and the one-dimensional

(1D) mode struture in the ballooning variables. Note that the global HINST 2D solution

requires radial loalization of the mode and high toroidal mode number n [16℄.

We found RTAE solutions using the HINST ode with a fast partile distribution funtion

taken as Maxwellian in veloity spae and all partiles assumed well trapped. The temper-

ature of H minority ions was taken to be 300keV . The results are shown in Figure 4 for

n = 7. It is learly seen that the frequeny of the solution is below the lower gap boundary.

This is also seen from Figure 5 where the RTAE frequeny is shown at �xed minor radius
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Figure 4: Loal HINST results for RTAE frequeny (shown as plus signs) and the growth
rate (shown as open boxes) versus minor radius. Shown also is the toroidal gap envelope as
dashed lines.

and �xed total plasma beta and varying the ratio of fast partile pressure to the bakground

plasma pressure. At zero fast partile pressure the RTAE frequeny goes even lower into the

ontinuum and experienes strong damping. This is onsistent with our onlusion based on

NOVA alulations that the RTAE frequeny is just below the lower gap.

To demonstrate the mode frequeny hirping during the evolution of the q-pro�le between

the sawteeth in ICRH TFTR disharges, we use a loal version of HINST for di�erent mode

numbers n = 6; 7; 8. Fig.6 presents the radial dependene of the RTAE mode frequenies.

To determine the radial position of RTAE, and thus the frequeny at a given moment, we

assume that RTAE has the same loation as ore loalized TAE, whih is given by the minor

radius at q(r=a) = qRTAE = qTAE = (m� 1=2)=n. Thus xRTAE � r=a = q�1(qRTAE), where

q�1 means the inverse funtion of q. A higher toroidal mode number is farther from the

plasma enter, as illustrated on Figure 7 at given q0 < 1 and monotoni q-pro�le.

Finally, we superimpose the RTAE frequeny versus minor radius dependene with the

dependene xRTAE = q�1(qRTAE) and alulate frequeny time dependene assuming q0(t)

is linear. Figure 8 shows the omparison of the measured frequeny and HINST alulated

frequeny evolution. Two dependenies are qualitatively similar and have the same toroidal

mode number time sequene. We note that the growth rate is of the order of =! ' 2%,

whih is relatively low and may justify our linear approah against the nonlinear hirping
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mehanisms. Also, it is important to note that suh analysis an be done only with the

nonperturbative odes suh as HINST. In this ase, it is not due to the strong drive, but

rather to the presene of a large number of fast partiles, whih hanges the bakground

plasma dispersion and reates a new RTAE branh. We onlude again that a more ompre-

hensive ode appliable for low to medium n number modes is needed. However, even now

a loal version is quite useful for the analysis of experimental data, espeially with given

unertainties in the measurements of the q pro�le, fast partile pressure, and other plasma

parameters. Loal HINST analysis allows us to identify the modes and driving mehanisms

and provides information about the possible mode loation.

4 Negative NBI Exitation of Chirping Modes in JT-60U

Experiments

4.1 Slowly Chirping Modes

Previously, the observation of di�erent types of hirping modes in JT-60U tokamak plasmas

were reported[6℄. In that experiment, high energy Eb0 = 360keV deuterium ions were injeted

tangentially into the plasma with a low toroidal magneti �eld B = 1:2T , so that beam ions

were super Alfvéni. Typially ahieved fast partile entral betas were omparable with

the total plasma toroidal beta. Figure 9 presents the results of the measurements reported

in Ref.[6℄. One an see two kinds of mode ativity, whih will be disussed here. In the

�rst one, the mode starts at t ' 3:8se with initial frequeny f = 30kHz, and slowly hirps

within � 200mse to f = 60kHz by the time t = 4:0se. Relatively long hirping may be

aused by the slow equilibrium evolution, rather than by nonlinear e�ets.

HINST an analyze high-n modes and, thus, may provide rather qualitative results for

this ase when only low-n osillations are observed. Again we use a loal version of HINST,

whih ontains all the needed physis to model hirping modes and to reveal the basi

physis responsible for the frequeny hirp. We use TRANSP ode [18℄ modeling for JT-60U

disharge #32359, whih omputes NNBI ion beta and q-pro�les at di�erent times as shown

on Figure 10. The beam ion beta pro�le evolution from Figure 10 shows the shift of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: HINST analysis of the start of slow hirp t = 3:8. Two types of modes were found
with the frequeny shown as plus signs and the growth rates as open boxes. Strongest driven
low frequeny RTAE (a) has drive maximum at r=a = 0:4. High frequeny RTAE (b) is less
unstable. Shown also is the toroidal gap envelope represented by two urves.

fast partile pressure gradient along the minor radius. Total beam pressure is inreased in

time and is of the order of plasma beta �h(0) � �p(0). The q-pro�le is evolving in a similar

way as in ICRH experiments in TFTR. Note: presented beam ion beta pro�les are rather

qualitative and have not been benhmarked against other alulations. We use these pro�les

here to draw qualitative onlusions on the nonperturbative physis and its relation to the

observed modes.

We found two di�erent types of modes when the HINST ode was applied for n = 3 at

t = 3:8se, i.e., when the slow hirping mode was �rst observed. Figure 11 shows the HINST

results as dependenies of the frequeny and the growth rate on the minor radius.

Lower frequeny mode is lose to the kineti ballooning mode (KBM) branh. The KBM

is stable without fast partiles, as an be seen in Figure 12. Also, alulations show the mode

struture in the ballooning spae, in � variable. The mode struture is broad [see Fig.13(a)℄,

re�eting its kineti nature and probably singular behavior in the radial diretion. When the

fast partile beta is introdued, the mode beomes loalized in � [Figure 13(b)℄ and has �nite

growth rate. When fast partile beta is inreased, the low frequeny mode beomes more

loalized in �, as shown in Figure 14(a), whih means that it has strong ballooning struture

in real spae. Higher frequeny RTAE is loser to the TAE in frequeny [see Figure 11(b)℄

and in mode struture [see Figure 14(b)℄. The most unstable mode is the low frequeny
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Figure 12: Properties of RTAE as dependenies of its frequeny and growth rate on fast
partile beam ion beta (a) and toroidal mode number n (b).

φ

(a) (b)

Figure 13: Ballooning struture of KBM at zero �b (a), whih transforms into the low
frequeny RTAE as fast partile beta inreases. RTAE is more loalized near the origin
ballooning struture at �b(0) = 0:04%.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Low (a) and high (b) frequeny RTAE ballooning struture at �b(0) = 0:4%.

RTAE and thus is expeted to be exited �rst. Its frequeny inreases by � 50% when fast

partile pressure is building up [see Figure 12(a)℄. HINST predits frequeny hange for

t = 3:8se plasma parameters from f = 17kHz to f = 30kHz with fast partile beta at the

enter evolving from �b(0) = 0% to �b(0) = 1:%. The lowest n number modes are the most

unstable [Figure 12(a)℄, whih agrees with experimental observation of the lowest n numbers

n = 1� 2.

Similar analysis performed at t = 4:0se is illustrated in Figure 15. With time, the

fast partile beta pro�le beomes broader in radial diretion so that the region of strongest

gradient is moving outwards. Both low-frequeny and high-frequeny RTAEs merge into one

branh at r=a > 0:55. The maximum growth rate is shifted to r=a = 0:55 with a higher

mode frequeny. HINST predits the frequeny of RTAEs for this ase to be f = 50kHz,

whih is inreased due to the higher beta and stronger shear at larger minor radius.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: HINST analysis for t = 4:0se shows two branhes, low (a) and high (b) frequeny
RTAEs, whih merge into one at r=a > 0:55.

4.2 Fast Chirping Modes

Fast hirping modes at t = 4:0�4:5se have a harateristi time sale of t = 3�5mse. We

argue that it an not be related to the slow equilibrium hanges, suh as onsidered above.

Detailed modeling of fast hirping modes needs to inlude both the nonlinear wave partile

interation and orret nonperturbative plasma response to the evolving beam distribution.

Simple mode dispersion was inluded in the model of Ref.[17℄, where it was shown that

fast hirping an be expeted for strongly driven modes with evolving frequenies with time

dependeies f �
p
t. Without a orret model for the nonlinear wave partile interation,

we an only demonstrate the response of the plasma+beam system to di�erent fast partile

distributions and thus propose the physial mehanism responsible for the fast frequeny

hirp.

We base our model on the following. Repetitive hirping modes provide transport of

fast beam ions. All newly injeted beam partiles are alike, whih means that almost all

of them are transported from the region where the RTAE beomes unstable. We suggest

that suh a region an be the region with the largest linear growth rate, whih is at the

minor radius r=a = 0:55. Note that for t = 0:45, the fast partile beta pro�le is similar

to the one at t = 4:0se. The beta of the beam partiles in that region, having beam-like

veloity distribution, whih we all region 1, an be estimated as �b1 = �b0 � �hip=�se, where
�b0 is equilibrium unperturbed beta of slowing down beam ions predited by TRANSP ode,
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Figure 16: Shemati of the fast partile distributions in region 1, where RTAE is exited
and region 2, where RTAE disappears. Shaded area in region 1 is beam-like distribution
used in HINST alulations. Solid urve in region 2 is resulting slowing down distribution
funtion.

�hirp is period between the hirping mode ativity, and �se is slowing down time. From the

TRANSP results we estimate the ratio �hirp=�se = 1=4. The mode stabilizes when it moves

to suh a radial position when the partiles it arries goes out of the resonane. In that

region (region 2), fast partiles have a modi�ed slowing down distribution. Thus, if we show

that the frequeny of the RTAE is sensitive to the type of the distribution funtion, then

the physial piture we onsider an provide the basis for the observed frequeny hirp. The

fast ion distributions in regions 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 16.

We hoose the most unstable loation for the RTAE r=a = 0:55 and vary the distribution

funtion, whih is allowed in the HINST ode, so that we may have both beam like distri-

bution and the slowing down distributions at the same time. The RTAE frequeny is less

sensitive to r=a than to the distribution funtion hange (see Figure 15). Simulation of the

RTAE frequeny sensitivity to the distribution funtion is shown in Figure 17. We hanged

the distribution from the beam like to the slowing down distribution with the fast partile

beta given by �b = ��b1+ (1� �)�b0. Indeed we an expet around a 20% frequeny hange

when partiles are transported by RTAE radially. This is in qualitative agreement with the

amount of the observed fast frequeny hirp. Interesting to note that at fast partile beta

given by the alulated ratio �hirp=�se = 1=4 the RTAE is lose to the instability threshold
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Figure 17: RTAE frequeny is sensitive to the type of distribution funtion and hanges
within 20% when the distribution is hanged from beam-like distribution to the slowing
down distribution.

and has relatively low growth rate, whih ultimately supports our model.

5 Summary

Many TAEs may be unstable in NSTX. TAEs are found to have a global radial struture.

The Alfvén ontinuum gap exists even at high plasma beta, with TAE modes present. TAEs

may have strong growth rate =! > 30%, whih requires nonperturbative odes for more

aurate alulations. Single- and two-mode alulations predit the highest beam ion loss

in high beta high-q0 plasmas � 35% of the NBI ion population with FLR e�ets inluded,

where most of the losses are prompt losses (24%). Good fast ion on�nement is observed in

high beta plasmas beause of the presene of the magneti well and strong poloidal �eld at

the edge.

HINST analysis of the experimental data from tokamaks suh as TFTR and JT-60U sug-

gests that modes with a strong drive from fast partiles are ommon and may be dangerous

for energeti partile on�nement in a reator. Agreement is ahieved for the modeling of
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slowly hirping modes in TFTR where a slow q-pro�le evolution is shown to produe the

frequeny hirp. Slow hirps may also be aused by the slow hange in fast partile pressure

pro�le and was illustrated for the JT-60U experiments with NNBI heating. More omplete

modeling resolving the mode struture is required to on�rm this mehanism. The third

mehanism responsible for the mode hirping is the fast hange of the fast partile distri-

bution funtion during the nonlinear mode evolution. The amount of the frequeny hirp is

onsistent with that experimentally measured.

A more omprehensive ode whih inludes a nonperturbative treatment of fast partile

ontribution is needed for low-n mode analysis and for more aurate modeling of the linear

and nonlinear interation.
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